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to communicate the ammetric psC
tions of the comet to ESOC within a few
hwrs to two days after o b s e m f i In
Order to l l o w an immediate update of
the cometary orbit for the fly-by planning of GEM. All poshions of the m e t
reaching ESOC M o r e July 8, 1992, will
be consjdered in the planning for tha
G I m O encounter. However, of highest
priority fM the fly-by targdhg €We
Position measurements of P/G-8kfellerup obtained within two months
before the encounter. During this period
the comet w l be best obsenrable from
the muthem hemisphew though It
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might be a difficult task since the comet
will be faint and close to the horizon.
Obmatlons are M n g planned at €SO
Lg Sllla, in collaboration with R. West,
who also observed Halrey In 1986. For
the jmpmvemmt of the arbii determine
tion accuracy so far unpublished position rnemurernents of the comet ob-

&In& dufing previous apparitions (in
particular In 1987, 1982, 1937) are very
welcome at ESOC.
Astronomers. who are interested to
contribute to the PIGrigg-Skjdlwp astram campdgn for the GlOUQ flyby may ccotact for further information:
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The Vaca Muerta Mesosiderite
H. PEDERSEN, Copenhagen University 0bservatory, Denmark
H. LINDGREN, €SO,La Silla
C.DE BON, University of La Serena, Chile
The lonely Atacama desert is a perfect
place to study distant celestial bodies in
the space around us. The following story
shows how this may be dons, not only
through powerful astronomical telescopes at isolatd mountain-top observatories, but also down on the barren
desert plain in a much more direct way.
We have just completed a detailed
study of a gigantic, but little known
meteoritic impact in a remote region of
the Atacama Desert. Over a period of
four years we carefully searched a large
area in the middle of nowhere and cob
lected seventy-seven specimens of the
Vaca Muerta VDead Cow") meteorite
with a total mass of more than 3400 kg.
This meteorite is of the rare stony-iron
type (mesoslderite) and our finds have
more than tripled the available material
of this type which is of great importance
for the study of the early history of our
solar system. We did this work In our
spare time and should like to express
our great appreciation for the excellent
Collaboration with meteoriteoriented

scientists in various countries as well as
with the Chilean authorities.
Two of us are used to observe remote
objects in space, but it was really great
fun for once to do down-to-Earth astronomy and to work with our geologistcolleagues!

The Fall of the Vaca Muerta
Meteorite
In addition to the large planets and
their moons, there are many smaller solid bodies which move in elliptical orbits
in the solar system. They come in all
sizes, from minor planets with diameters
above a few hundred metres, to metresized rn&eomids (boulders) and down
to microscopic dust.
From time to time, a small dust grain
from interplanetary space enters the
Earth's atmosphere with a very high velocity, often of the order of 10 k m l a or
more. It is immediately heated by the
friction with the air and begins to glow;
this is what we call a meteor (a "shoot-

ing star"). Such events are very frequent
and can be seen on every cloudfree
night. More rarely a larger object, even a
small boulder, may enter and will then
be seen as a bright bolide. It leaves a
luminous trail across the sky which can
sometimes be seen in full daylight. If the
boulder is big enough, a part of it will
survive the descent through the atmosphere and will hit the ground, where it
may be found as a metaohte.
About 3500 years ago, a large
meteorite with a mass of several tons
and measuring at least one metre
across felt from the sky over the central
part of the Atacama Desert in northern
Chile. During its rapid passage through
the Earth's atmosphere the big stone
disintegrated into numerous smaller
pieces which impacted in the desert
sand over an area of some 20 km2. Here
they remalned in well-preserved condition, due to the extremely dry conditions
in the desert.
The fall-zone lies in a vety remote part
of the desert and most of the meteorite

soon after, the exact location was completdy forgotten.
For more than 100 years, nobody
knew when the Vaca Mu&a meteorite
had fallen. Howsver, In 15S5 the site
was rediscovered by Edrnundo Matinez, following a lengthy study of the
old accounts. At that tlme Martinez was
a student of geology at Unlversidad dd
Morte, Antofaghe still lives there,
while he runs a travel agency in San
Pedro de Atacama, a small town h the
middle of the Atacams d m .

Searching for the Pieces
In addithn to a few fragments which
had been collected and worked on by
mlners in the last century (in order to
extract the valuable Iron-nickel clumps
w#hh them), Manez found one big
mure I: rnis phofo shows w Lindgren at
a miner's dwot of m t a from ?ha Vaea body which had not been molested. His
brother spoke of this discovery to on%of
M m ("mad WY)mewre, Just &f
us @dB), and soon thereafter we de~~a
neld #p in the fa/iam.
This sfonflmmeteorite fell abwt 3 5 0 cided to embark upon a scimtiflc study
~ a g o i n t h e C M / m ~ & s wata
t , of the area.
site &out 60 km inland fmm the coastal city
Thii involved a rather painstaking onQf Tanal and
f W km Irwn ~ / W ? Bthe
/,
foot search of the fall area, which we
s i 8 e d W O ' s V L T ~ t g r y7MTheeMe
.
found to measure about 1t x 2 km. The
&mkehrto many smaller fmgmenfs, wMeh are distribution of the repovered pieces Indisp&owwa2Uh?~.
Sdms of thesep
h m Bmt discovered cates that the meteorite entered from
by m h in t h early
~
1B8OJs, who thought East-South-East, i.e. it tlew over the
that the h v y stonrw contained dlw. W high Andes mountains before the imcrdhxted many of the lager f m g m t s and pact. One of the largest fragments hi
wwkedwrsomeolthminwde#toextract the ground with wch a force that a 10Me V a I konnlckd&
~
hIda
metre cratw was excavated to a central
738 rneie&tic sfonas in the m u n d a#
depth of almost 2 rnekes.
ckkw than the other atones in this abdutw
Intotal, we Iceated77 specimens durbamm desert. Some of the miners' sfone ing ten expeditions to the area between
toolsm~Inthe~nd.l7#da&w
February 1987 and Jmmy 1991.
Wm on the sand Indkate therf the &?men&
have been M e d on, mom then me Twenty of these pieces had dready
hundred yvam ago.
H o w , rwd ofthe sevenpaeven fmgmen& of iiw VaEa Muwb meteorHe which
hwa w w m d m untouched by the
miners.

fragments escaped notice until recently.
However, some of them were collected
already In the 1860's, when prospectors
first travelled through this inhospitable
reglon in search of precious minerals.
When they found some heavy masses
which became shiny when polished,
they thought they had hi upon a silvermine. They collected some stones and
brought an unknown number to the mining town of Coplapo, perhaps more than
I 000 kg altogether.
Most of this material was probably
discarded, but some stones (in total
about 45 kg) found their way into mineral collections and were mcognjred as
meteoritic. A few years later this meteorgiven the name "VacaMuerhe
h'' (the Dead Cow) after a M
Y dry
riverbed (Quebrada Vaca Mu-,
but

been displaced and partly worked on by
the miners (Fig. 1); this was also hdlcated by some artifacts from last mntury which were found nearby, including
mining tools, cooking utenstls, cans,
beer and cognac capsules, copks,
horse-shoe nails, parts of boot soles
and a coin from 1871. But 67 specimens, ranging from a few gramrnes to
one piew weighing no -1
than 309 kg,
were fwnd in "virginwcondition, 1.e. undisturbd since the fall, except for some
eroston. Such pieces are pWkularly
vduable for metgwltlc studies.
We have now prepared a very detailed, scientific account of this work
with the title "Vaca Muerta Mesosidwite
Strewnfield" which will soon appear in
the international Joumel MeWtlcs of
the Meteoritical W i , the world's
foremost authority in thls scientifl~field.

The W e r M c Study Begins
All meteoritic material has now heen
recavered and la safety kept in Chilean
collectrons. in particular at the Universldad de La Serena and also at the
Musm Naclml de Historla Mural,
Santlago de Chile. The combined mass
a d s 3400 kg and the meteorite is
themfore by far the largest known in Its
class; this typa of met&
is much
more rare than the common stony and
iron meteorites.
Detailed laboratory analysis of the
Vaca Muerta meteorite has begun and it
is slowly unveiling its dramatic story. Its
age has been dated by radiochemical
methods and minemlog[cal studies are
made of its composition and internal
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Figure 2: Twelve small masses of h Vaea Mmia Meteorite wfih a total mass of 9.7 kg, as
they wwe found In the Atacama M.From lefl to right: Holger Pedemn, &nut de Bon
(sonJ, Cmut de Bon (father) and Ham Lindgm.

structure. The tlme of the fall was determined as 3 500 1300 years before present by means of Carbon-14 dating by
A J.T. Jull of the University of Arizona.
Tucson, U.S.A. This technique is based
on the fact that whlb the meteorite is
still In space, it is continuously bombarded by cosmic rays, Leading to a
Pattlcular internal proportion of Carbon12 and -14 atoms. As soon as It passes
through the Earth's atmosphere, it fs
shielded from cosmic rays and the proW i o n begins to change as the
radioadve Carbon-14 atoms decay. A
measurement of this proportion will
themfore indicatethe time since the fall.
Some of the minor planets, along with
the comets, are thought to consist of
material that dates back to the very beBinning of the solar system. The minor
Planet from which the Vaca Muerta
meteorite derives is about 4500 million
years old and therefore nmly as old as
the solar system itself.
The early Ilfe of this minor planet was
obviously very violent. At some time a
partially molten, volcanically actl*vebody
moving at high speed through the solar
System collidd catastrOphically with a
Wllic-core minor planet. When the
finely intertwined materiak cooled and
solidified, they formed a cosmic breccia
(mixture of minerals) whlch was half
stony and half metallic. Later, alter an
unknown period of time, this minor
planet split into a, swam of smaller fragments, some of which now fall to the
Earth at rare moments. One of them was
the Vaca Muerta meteorite.
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New ESO Publications
The kllowlng ESO Workshop Proceedings are now avallable:

ESO/EIPC Workshop
"SN 1987A and other Supernovaen
The prlce of thls 758-pa@ volume, dked by I.J. Danzlger and K. Kjlr, Is DM 80.(Including packing and surface mdl).

3rd ESOIST-ECF
Data Analysis Workshop
This volume, d h d by P.J, Grosbel and R. H. W m e l s , mntalns 238 pages and Is
offered at a prlce of DM 30.- (packing and surface mail Included).
Payments have to be made to the B O bank account 2102002 wlth Cornmenbank
Mtlnchan w by cheque, addressed to the attention of
ESO, Financial %Ices

Karl-Schwanschlld-Gtr. 2
D-W 8046 aarchlng bet MIinehen
Plaase do no?forget to I n d i a your full address and the tlUe(s)of the Prooeedlngs,
Other ESO publications mcently published am
YLT Report No. 6& "Field and hrplt RoWons for the VLT 8-m UnH Telaaieope~~~
(Eds. G. Avila and K. W l r e n m .
VLT Report No. 64: VLT Comblned fmwr fffl~lellcywlth Optla1 Flbresu (Ed. Q.

Avlla).
E W Teehnlccrl

No. 15: UA Study of the Potential of H e t e M e d Hal*
gmphle S p e e t r o W for Appllcatlm In Astronomy" Qds. N. Dougtas, F. M-wlnkel, H, Butcher and S.Fmdsen).

This particular kind of stony-iron
meteorite Is known from about 30 other
locations only. The amount recovered at
Vaca Muerta has tripled the material
avallable to laboratory study. When fully

andysed, the seventy-seven "dead

cows" from Atacarna wlll undoubtedly
provide us with much new insight into
the enigmatic history of the early solar
SyStf3m.

GPO Observations of a Geostationary TV-Satellite Quartet
H. BOEHNHARDT, Dr. -Remeis-Sternwarte, Barnberg, Germany
1. Introduction
ground, the Individual spacecraft have
During an astrometiy campaign on to be kept in control boxes of certain
asteroids a test was performed to ob- latitude and longitude Intervals, The reserve geostationary satellites with the spective control boxes are in inclination
GPO 40-crn astrograph at ESO IASilld below 0.1 deg for all four satellites, in
Chile. In several nights from April 10 to longitude within 18.7 to 18.9 deg West
22, 1991, spacecraft located at geo- for both TDF satellites, within 18,9 to
stationary longitude 19 deg West about 19.1 deg West for OLYMPUS and within
35800 km above the equator were 19.1 to 19.3 deg West for TV-SAT-2. A
photographed with the GPO. At thls lon- violation of ihese so-calted deadbands
gitude in total four telecommunication by one of the satellites may not only
satellites are operated by three different cause problems for the users on Earth
control centres, i.e. TDF-1 and TDF-2 because of fading signal strength, but
by CN€S Toulouse, OLYMPUS by Tele- may also be a risk for the spacecraft
spazio Fucino under contract of ESA themselves in particular if the longitude
and TV-SAT-2 by GSOC/DLR Oberpfaf- wlndow of a neighbouring satellite is
entered and a collision of both satdlltes
fenhofen.
In wder to guarantee the contact with may occur. Since perturbationsfrom the
the fixed mounted user antennas on Earth, the Mcan and the Sun cause a

geostationary satellite to drift away from
its nomlnal position, the control centres
have to correct the orbit regularly both in
lncllnation and In longitude by so-callad
"station-keeping manoeuvres".

2 The GPO Observations
The geostationary longitude 19 deg
West over the Earth equator compares
to #e telescope coordinates of +4.6
deg in declination and hour angle 3 h
52.8 min East for the La Silla observatory. During the about 30-minute time interval of dark-room work per night on
order to change plates for the asteroid
programme) old ORWO ZU21 plates
found In the refrigerator of the telescope
building were exposed wlth the tele-

